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Tier 2 
Words

Tier 3  
words

Other Characteristics Text Features

wily
veteran
enterprising
resonated
frothing
tempest
jubilant
beckoned
turbulent

squalls
gales
craft
vessel
undercurrent
debris

TEXT STRUCTURE
Main text structure: chronological sequence
Underlying structural pattern: description
CONTENT
-Content interesting to and relevant to the reader 
(high-stakes adventure story)
-Content that will engage and interest readers and 
expand knowledge (survival of main character at 
stake)
Little picture support
THEMES AND IDEAS
-Themes and ideas that require a perspective not 
familiar to the reader (idea of being trapped in a 
fantasy/horror space—i.e., the inside of a giant sea 
monster’s mouth)
-Texts with deeper meaning applicable to important 
human problems and social issues (the danger 
of underestimating the power of nature and the 
unknown)
-Texts with abstract themes that require inferential 
thinking (storm and sea monster representing the 
sometimes tremendous and dangerous power of 
nature)

ILLUSTRATIONS
-Illustrations of selected 
content and ideas in the 
text
-Only a few illustrations
BOOK AND PRINT 
FEATURES
Length (16 pages)
Less than 2,000 words
PRINT AND LAYOUT
-Sentences beginning 
where previous sentence 
ends
Italics indicating 
unspoken thoughts 
(“Scuba gear?”; “It’s 
breathing!”; It’s diving!”)
Print and illustrations 
integrated
PUNCTUATION
(period, comma, question 
mark, exclamation point, 
dash)

Book Title: Swallowed
Fiction
Genre: Fantasy/Adventure
Level: X
Page Count: 16 (1481 words)
Big Idea: Humans can be humbled by the power of nature. 
Problem: (fiction) Eduardo “borrows” a speedboat and goes out for a joyride, ignoring reports of a 
gathering storm. The storm comes suddenly, and something rises up and swallows him and the  
boat in one gulp. Eduardo finds himself trapped in a huge, cavernous space, surrounded by the  
wreckage of many other vessels.
Hot Spot: Eduardo has only a few moments before the sea monster dives down and the pocket of air in its 
gigantic mouth fills with water. 
Resolution (fiction)/Ending: Eduardo, a 15-year-old teenager; Cuban-American
Main Character: Eduardo, a 15-year-old teenager; Cuban-American
Setting: Ocean waters off southeastern Florida, and inside the mouth of a giant sea monster y
Discussion Questions: •   What mistake did Eduardo make?
 •   What qualities does Eduardo show at the beginning of the story? What qualities 

does he show just before the end?
 •  How do you think Eduardo would change as a result of his experience? 
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Tier 2 
Words

Tier 3 
words

Other Characteristics Text 
Features

LANGUAGE AND LITERARY FEATURES
-Poetic language (“But the clouds bearing down on him … were unlike anything he’d 
ever seen before. Blacker than night, they filled the air with spears of lightning and 
a crackling electricity that made the hairs on his arms stand at attention…” “…he 
gasped, sucking in what should have been a lungful of water and a quick trip to a 
watery grave.”)
-Language that communicates the author’s tone (mild irony: “the speedboat he 
had a habit of “borrowing’ when he knew the owners were out of town”; “At 15, 
the teenager was already a wily veteran of the sea.” impending doom or horror: 
“…These were not normal clouds.” “A ring of massive, yellowed teeth surrounded 
him…”; “Throat, he thought, knowing without a shadow of a doubt that to end up 
down there was to die. Most likely in a very slow and painful way.”; 
Language and events that create a strong feeling (mood) in the reader: high action/
suspense: “The creature was moving. His time was running out. Frantic, he craned 
his neck about until he spotted a possible lifeline far above his head.” “Eduardo may 
have been alive for now, but if he wanted to stay that way, he’d need to escape this 
glowing prison of madness, and fast.”)
-Setting in fantasy that requires the reader to accept elements of another world 
that could not exist in the real world (A ring of massive, yellowed teeth surrounded 
him…”; He took in the full extent of the horror…the wreckage of countless other 
ships—a graveyard of vessels of all shapes and sizes, all contained within a sickly, 
horrid sphere.”)
Elements of traditional literature and modern fantasy (encounter with giant, 
destructive sea monster) 
SENTENCE COMPLEXITY
-Some longer sentences with more than twenty words 
-Variation in sentence length and structure
-Sentences with a wide variety of parts of speech, including multiple adjectives, 
adverbs, and prepositional phrases
-Many complex sentences with variety in order of clauses
-Some non-sentences for literary effect (“…from something else. Something below.”; …
to end up down there was to die. Most likely in a very slow and painful way.”
VOCABULARY
Most vocabulary words known by children through oral language, listening to 
stories, or reading
Almost all words in common oral vocabulary
A few words new to children but easy to understand in context
(Tier 2) 
Content specific words (Tier 3)
Adjectives (plump, sweet, green, ripe, crispy, crunchy)
WORDS
-Almost all words that are in common oral vocabulary for younger children (Tier 1)
-Most words that appear in the vocabulary of mature language users (Tier 2)
Many adjectives and adverbs (dark, low-pitched, massive, yellowed, sickly, frantic, 
violently)
Words with figurative meanings (“an idea tickling his brain”; “a watery grave”)
New words requiring strategic action to understand (squalls, gales, frothing, 
turbulent)
Words used ironically or satirically “wily veteran of the sea”; “an enterprising young 
man with a talent for picking locks”)
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Swallowed
Eduardo’s joyride on a “borrowed” 
speedboat turns into a nightmare  
when he is swallowed up—first by  

a monster storm and then by  
something truly monstrous. 

A Wild RideA Wild Ride
by David Neilsen 

illustrated by Doug Sirois

Swallowed

barcode goes hereFiction: Fantasy/Adventure

1481 Total Running Words

Level X
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Text Elements

Genre: Fantasy/Adventure

Text Structure: Narrative
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A Note 
 from the Author

                      The oceans are filled  
               with mystery.  So little  
      is known about what  
    lives down in the depths, 
  beyond the reach of humankind, 
that our imaginations can run 
wild. Anything is possible. There 
have always been stories about 
sea monsters and their incredible 
powers of destruction. Most of 
these stories, of course, are tall 
tales and myths. But what if one 
of the stories—just one—could 
really happen? One thing we do 
know with certainty about the 
deep, dark parts of the ocean 
is that we don’t know what’s  
down there. We may never know.

Which may be a good thing…

—David Neilsen
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by David Neilsen 

illustrated by Doug Sirois

Swallowed
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EEduardo gazed at the dark clouds approaching from the east and 

frowned. He had ridden out plenty of storms in the Thundering 

Beast—the speedboat he had a habit of “borrowing” when he 

knew the owners were out of town. So he’d ignored the Coast 

Guard’s storm warning when it had come over the radio. He 

wondered if that had been a mistake.

At 15, the teenager was already a wily veteran of the sea. 

He’d explored the coastal waters of his native Florida for years in 

the Thundering Beast and other boats left “available” for an 

enterprising young man with a talent for picking locks. He knew 

the power of the region’s squalls and gales, how they could form 

from nothing at a moment’s notice on a calm sea. But the 

clouds bearing down on him now were unlike anything he’d  

ever seen before. Blacker than night, they filled the air  

with spears of lightning and a crackling electricity that 

made the hairs on his arms stand at attention.  

These were not normal clouds.

If he didn’t know better, Eduardo would have considered  

them a bad omen.

“Alright, Beauty,” he murmured, reassuringly patting the side 

of the boat. “Let’s get out of here.”

Eduardo spun the wheel, gunned the engine, and made for 

shore. Whatever this storm was, it would be better experienced 

on land.

32
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TThe Thundering Beast was fast, but the storm was faster. It was 

upon him before he’d traveled a dozen meters, blocking out the 

sun and plunging Eduardo into darkness. Rain pelted him from 

above and he cried out in pain and alarm.

Then he heard the roar.

It resonated deep within his bones—a low-pitched cry that 

caused his breath to catch in his throat. The sound awoke a 

terror within him as he realized it came not from the clouds 

above, but from something else.

Something below.

Eduardo froze as the frothing waters surrounding the boat 

parted to reveal the horror rising from the depths. A ring of 

massive teeth surrounded him—each tooth as large  

as the craft itself.

“Sweet Mercy!” cried Eduardo as the ring of  

teeth closed over him, bringing chaos  

and destruction down upon  

the young man and his  

borrowed vessel.

54
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The impact forced his last breath from his  

lips and he gasped, sucking in what should have  

been a lungful of water and a quick trip to a  

watery grave. 

Instead, he took in air.

Startled, he opened his eyes. By an eerie  

glow that seemed to come from all around, he  

took in the full extent of the horror.

He was doubled over the large, wooden mast  

of a sailing vessel, which hung sideways. It was  

wedged amongst the wreckage of countless other  

ships—a graveyard of vessels of all shapes and  

sizes, all contained within a sickly, horrid sphere.

No, not sphere, he corrected. Mouth.

UUp was down as Eduardo was violently thrown about 

by the underwater tempest. He closed his eyes and held 

his breath, his mind reeling with the realization that he 

had just been swallowed whole.

The world went insane. His body was flung against 

the shattered remains of his craft, and his lungs were 

close to bursting. It was all too much. Eduardo was stunned. 

He knew he was going to die, if he wasn’t dead already.

Suddenly, a strong undercurrent flung his body to 

the side, crashing him into something solid and jolting 

him with a spasm of pain. 

76
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AA gurgling sound below grabbed his attention, and he watched 

the last of the ocean water swirl down a huge, black hole.

Throat, he thought, knowing without a shadow of a doubt that 

to end up down there was to die. Most likely in a very slow and 

painful way.

This thought gave way to another—one that startled him.

I’m alive. I’m alive!

“I’m alive!” His jubilant shout echoed through the gruesome 

chamber. It was answered only by the crunch of wood and 

fiberglass as the creature’s jaw forced debris down its gullet. 

Eduardo may have been alive for now, but if he wanted to stay 

that way, he’d need to escape this glowing prison of madness, 

and fast.

The underside of what looked like a small rowboat lay 

beneath him. Taking careful aim, he dropped himself onto its 

surface. From there, he saw the wreckage of dozens of ships 

embedded in the soft flesh of the creature’s mouth, their former 

occupants mercifully nowhere to be seen.

A sudden jerk dropped Eduardo to his knees. The creature 

was moving. His time was running out. Frantic, he craned his 

neck about until he spotted a possible lifeline far above his head.

Something was wedged between two of the monstrous teeth, 

holding them open—a large chunk of the Thundering Beast. 

Beyond, the darkness of the storm and the real world beckoned.

98
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Oh no! he thought, his hands scrambling at anything 

they could find in an attempt to stop his fall. It’s breathing!

His head slammed into the deck of the dive boat. Not  

done with him yet, the suction yanked him backward.  

Eduardo fell off the edge of the boat. Then he crammed  

his hands into a patch of netting attached to the side  

and hung on for dear life.

That was it, a possible escape route. If he could find a way 

up there before the beast closed its mouth and dove back into 

the depths, he had a chance.

He scanned the debris around him, his mind racing. A small 

sailboat was crushed against the side of a larger tugboat off to his 

left. To his right a small kayak, perfectly preserved, was wedged 

against the side of a huge steel smokestack ten times its size. 

Below the rowboat on which he stood, Eduardo saw what looked 

like the front end of a dive boat that had been snapped in half. 

On board were flippers, air tanks, and other scuba gear.

He froze, an idea tickling his brain.

Scuba gear?

Without warning, a rush of air came down from above,  

swatting Eduardo with unbelievable force. He lost his  

footing and was drawn down toward the throat of the monster.

T

1110
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The angle is wrong! I’ll never make it!

In desperation, he ran to the side of the boat and climbed 

up onto the railing. Not far away, he eyed a small overturned 

motorboat being quickly consumed by the rising tide. Without a 

second to lose, he leaped, landing knee deep but on target. He 

quickly fought to get the air tank into position, knowing he’d 

only have this one chance.

Still the waters rose.

Above his waist.

His chest.

His neck.

His head.

The terrifying suction finally ceased, but was quickly followed 

by something even worse—water. The ocean poured in through 

the gap between the monster’s teeth. Eduardo stared for a 

moment in confusion, and then he understood.

It’s diving!

He was out of time. In a few seconds, the mouth would fill 

with water and the monster would descend back into the depths, 

taking Eduardo with it!

Trying his best to stay calm, Eduardo made his way onto the 

deck of the diving boat and grabbed one of the scuba tanks.

“Please be full,” he muttered, as the rising waters washed over 

the boat’s deck. He peered back up at the source of the 

waterfall, frowning.

T
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EEduardo took one last gulp of stale air before the water 

completely engulfed him and concentrated on the tank in his 

hands. He struggled to twist the long-rusted knobs, his lungs 

already straining from the stress of holding his breath. This  

was it. Either his plan would work or he would be dead 

within seconds.

Finally, something gave.

The knob twisted free, releasing the pressurized air within. 

The tank pulled Eduardo straight up through the water that now 

filled his grisly tomb. Holding on for his life, Eduardo did what 

he could to guide his makeshift craft.

He zoomed up toward the sad remains of the Thundering Beast 

and braced himself for impact. There was a crash,  

something tore at his shoulder, smashed his  

knee, and then . . .

Then he was free!

1514
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HHe shot out of the gap between the creature’s teeth and 

breached the surface. The force of his ride propelled him several 

feet into the air before he fell back into the ocean with a splash.

Hitting the water jarred the air tank from Eduardo’s grasp and 

it spurted away, bouncing in and out of the turbulent waves until 

it was empty and it sank once more.

Around him in the water were large sections of debris,  

long-forgotten wrecks shaken loose by Eduardo’s incredible ride. 

He swam over to a section of wooden siding that floated nearby 

and hauled himself up and out of the water.

Finally, he lay on his back, gasping, and stared at the  

suddenly-blue sky above, waiting for rescue.

16
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